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Across
2. an artificial channel for conveying 

water, typically in the form of a bridge across 

a valley or other gap.

4. a system in which each branch of 

government limits the power of another 

branch

10. He played a critical role in the events 

that led to the demise of the Roman 

Republic and the rise of the Roman Empire.

11. a form of government in which citizens 

elect their leaders

12. to reject or say ¨i forbid¨

13. head of a government, usually with a 

limited term in office

14. Roman Peace

16. first emperior of ancient Rome ( 

augustus )

17. laws apply to everyone equally. It also 

means that the legal system should treat 

everyone the same way

18. something, such as coins or paper 

money, that is used as a medium of 

exchange; money in the form of coins or 

paper

19. an elected Roman official who protects 

the rights of ordinary citizens

20. Lucius Tarquinius Superbus was the 

legendary seventh and final king of Rome

Down
1. three rulers who share equal political 

power

3. the ruling class of ancient Rome

5. a set of laws inscribed on 12 bronze 

tablets created in ancient Rome. They were 

the beginning of a new approach to laws 

where they would be passed by government 

and written down so that all citizens might 

be treated equally before them

6. The ordinary citizens of ancient Rome

7. a series of three wars fought between 

Rome and Carthage from 264 BC to 146 

BC.

8. the main enemy of ancient Rome

9. The Etruscan civilization is the modern 

name given to a powerful and wealthy 

civilization of ancient Italy

15. a person with absolute power to rule

Word Bank
estruscans consul triumvirate republic

Julius Caesar punic wars checks and balances veto

tribune dictator pax romana twelve tables of law

rule of law tarquins currency Carthage

octavian aqueduct patricians plebeians


